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SELF GUIDED - MOTORCYCLE TOUR - highlight of Provence - Alpes- Côte d’Azur - Cinque Terre

This motorcycle tour is full of views , pleasant paths and very challenging. Start in

Piedmont region, rich in culture and history. Continues through Liguria Costline to

enter in France: Col de Turin and the Gorges of the Verdon. Enough time to explore,

Monaco, Cannes and Saint Tropez. Return to Italy crossing Cinque Terre.

Starting from

  2,300.00 

Start

  Milan 

Finish

  Milan 

Skill

  Medium 

Km / Miles

  1,338 

days

  7 

Driving hours per day

  7-9 

Minimum pax

  8 

Touristic streets

  60 

Hard roads

  40 

Landscape

  9.5 / 10 

History / Culture

  8 / 10 

Details

HIGHLIGHT OF PROVENCE - ALPES - CÔTE D'AZUR - CINQUE

TERRE

This motorcycle tour is amazing, due to the variety of landscapes and roads,

particularly "pleasant" at times, challenging in others, but to live in harmony with the

surrounding environment, which allows you to enjoy the streets, the smells, the food

and to immerse yourself in the fabulous scenery. We start from the Piedmont region,

rich in culture and history, but probably more famous for its excellent cuisine, white

truffle and above all its fine wines. In recent years, the viticultural landscape has

been recognized by UNESCO as a World Heritage Site and is a marvel to visit riding a

motorcycle, with its scenery to be photographed without forgetting the pleasure of

good food. After the overnight stay in the splendid Alba, we will continue in the

direction of the Mercantur National Park, we enter France, to travel along some of

the most beautiful scenic roads in the world, such as the Col de Turini and the
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Gorges du Verdon, the “Grand Canyon of Europe ". Wonderful curves and numerous

natural tunnels lead us south, out of the mountains towards the French Riviera and

one of its pearls, Nice. Return to Italy to the picturesque villages of the Cinque Terre,

the "Paradise of the sea". The ride is spectacular and deserves further study, if you

want you can choose to stay in Nice, having time to explore Monaco, Cannes, Saint

Tropez or simply laze like the VIPs who periodically crowd it during the year: the "Côte

d'Azur" , one of the most famous stretches of coast in Europe. The same goes for the

Cinque Terre, UNESCO World Heritage. In the end you will not be able to love

wandering free in this extraordinary scenery of hills, mountains and sea, all under a

blue sky. Have a nice trip!

 

 

Day 1: arrive in Milan 

Highlights: Milano

Day 2: from Milan to Alba - 228 km/miles 142

Highlights: Oltrepo Pavese, Langhe

Day 3: from Alba to Castellane - km 292/miles 181

Highlights: col di Tenda, col de Turini, Parco nazionale Mercantour

Day 4: from Castellane to Nice - km 207/miles 129

Highlights: Gorge du Verdon, 

Day 5: from Nice to Portovenere - km 323/miles 201

Highlights: autostrada A12, passo del bracco, ss1 Aurelia

Day 6: from Portovenere to Milano km 289/miles 180

Highlights: Aurelia, passo della Cisa, Salsomaggiore Terme, autostrada Fidenza-

milano

Day 7: Farewall!

Highlights: Milano

Terms and conditions
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Included in the price of a self-guided tour:
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All overnights (beautiful hotels with regional flair) during entire tour with

breakfast

Motorcycle equipped with cases

One Garmin GPS, pre-loaded with the daily routes, points of interest and

highlinghts

Welcome briefing by HP MOTORRAD TRAVEL experts to go over all aspects of

your tour

Roadbook HP MOTORRAD TRAVEL with safety tips, route, tourist
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information/attractions, hotels booked and recommended dining list

3rd part insurance

24 hour phone assistance from HP MOTORRAD TRAVEL in case you have any

questions

24/7 HP MOTORRAD RENTAL Roadside Assistance

Nice gadget HP MOTORRAD TRAVEL 

Services not included:

all services not mentioned as: air ticket, lunches, fuel, drinks, tolls, personal

spending and tips;

Optional Services:

airport transfers;

additional services before or after the tour on request (e.g. extra overnight

stays, other tours in Italy, etc.);

motorcycle accessories (helmets, clothing, etc.)

travel insurance assistance (Operations Centre 24 hours 24 and medical

expenses) for foreigners traveling in Italy and in the countries of the

Schengen Area. The policy is also valid to obtain a visto to enter Italy.
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travel cancellation insurance;

optional deductible reduction on included motorcycle insurance.

  Highlight of Provence-Alpes-Côte d'Azu-Cinque Terre
7 gg/ 6 nt (5 riding days)

Month suggested to
travel

April to October 

MOTORCYCLE CATEGORY Sharing double room
riding solo prices from

Single room riding prices
from

Sharing double
room rider + passenger

(a pax) prices from

1 BMW G650GS – BMW G310GS- BMW F750GS –
BMW F900R- MOTO GUZZI V7

€ 1.700,00 € 2.300,00 € 1.300,00

2 BMW F850 GS – BMW F800GT – DUCATI
SCRAMBLER 800 - GUZZI V85TT

€ 1.900,00 € 2.500,00 € 1.350,00

3 BMW R1200/1250GS – BMW NINET – BMW
R1200R - BMW R1200RS – DUCATI MONSTER
797  - DUCATI HYPERSTRADA 939 - DUCATI
MULTISTRADA 950/V2 – DUCATI SUPERSPORT

€ 2.050,00 € 2.700,00 € 1.450,00

4 BMW R1200/1250GS ADV - BMW R1200/1250RT –
BMW S1000XR – DUCATI MONSTER 1200

€ 2.100,00 € 2.750,00 € 1.500,00

5 DUCATI MULTISTRADA 1260/V4 - DUCATI DIAVEL € 2.200,00 € 2.850,00 € 1.550,00

6 BMW K1600 GLT - HARLEY-DAVIDSON MODELS:
ELECTRA GLIDE - STREET GLIDE

€ 2.300,00 € 2.900,00 € 1.600,00
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